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Employee Monitoring Privacy 
Employee Monitoring Violates Privacy 
“ Privacy Under Siege: Electronic Monitoring in the Workplace, ” National 

Workrights Institute, 2004, pp. 2–5, 10, 17. Reproduced by permission. 

`` The company had installed concealed cameras in its public toilets - some 

cameras indicating straight at the urinals. '' 

Harmonizing to the National Workrights Institute ( NWI ) in the point of view 

that follows, employers regularly videotape workers, listen to their phone 

calls, undercover agent on their Internet use and Web hunts, look into their 

difficult thrusts, and read their personal electronic mails. Overall, these Acts 

of the Apostless are highly invasive, laments the NWI. The group besides 

protests that employees frequently do non cognize that they are being 

monitored, when they are being monitored, or what activities may be 

monitored. In the NWI 's sentiment, employers must be barred from 

perpetrating these untenable invasions into the lives of their employees. 

National Workrights Institute is dedicated to protecting human rights in the 

workplace. 

As you read, see the undermentioned inquiries: 

 In the NWI 's averment, what is wipe outing the boundary between the 

place and the workplace? 

 What engineering does the writer name the most invasive of all? 

 When employees work from place, what personal information might 

their employers gain entree to, harmonizing to the NWI? 
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Everyone in the office knew that Gail would alter her apparels in her cell for 

the gym after the work twenty-four hours was done. When her employers 

installed a concealed camera to supervise the individual in the adjacent cell 

's suspected illegal activities, her day-to-day rite was captured on movie. 

The first few times could hold been labeled as errors, but the 

cinematography of Gail altering her apparels over a five month period was 

inexcusable. 

Electronic monitoring is a quickly turning phenomenon in American concerns.

Introduced in the early 20th century for such limited utilizations as timing 

interruptions and mensurating hand-eye motions, systematic electronic 

monitoring has since grown into the really cloth of American concern 

pattern. As engineerings become more powerful and easy and cheap to put 

in and keep, the rates of electronic monitoring in this state have 

skyrocketed. In 1999 the per centum of employers who electronically 

monitor their workers was 67 % . 

Merely two old ages subsequently, in the twelvemonth 2001 this figure had 

increased to 78 % . By 2003, 92 % of employers were carry oning some 

signifier of workplace monitoring. This rapid growing in monitoring has 

virtually destroyed any sense of privateness as we know it in the American 

workplace. Employers now conduct picture surveillance, listen in on 

employee telephone calls, reexamine employee computing machine usage 

such as electronic mail and the Internet and supervise their every move 

utilizing GPS [ Global Positioning System ] . But as legitimate work 

merchandise is being monitored, so are the personal wonts and lives of 

employees. 
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As engineering has proliferated in the workplace, it has become of all time 

more acute and intrusive. And yet there are few, if any, legal protections for 

employees. There has been no effort to equilibrate employer demands with 

legitimate employee privateness concerns. Collection and usage of personal 

information is a rampant by-product of workplace monitoring and threatens 

the really freedoms that we cherish as Americans. Legislation is necessary to

regulate the pattern of electronic monitoring in the workplace, protect 

employee privateness and return a sense of cardinal equity and self-respect 

to the American workplace. 

Personal Communicationss in the Workplace 
While employers by and large initiate electronic monitoring in response to 

legalize concern concerns, the consequences have been lay waste toing to 

employee privateness. Virtually everything we do and state at work can be, 

and is, monitored by our employers. Our employers watch us on picture 

cameras, read our electronic mails, listen to our voice mail, reappraisal 

paperss on our difficult thrusts, and look into every web site we visit. 

This would be bad plenty if it involved merely work related behaviour and 

communicating, but it does n't. The coming of cell phones, beepers, and 

place computing machines is quickly wipe outing the traditional wall 

between the place and the workplace. Peoples now on a regular basis 

receive communications from their employer at place. 

Maggie Jackson, former workplace letter writer for the Associated Press, 

estimates that the mean professional or managerial employee now receives 

over 20 electronic messages from work every hebdomad. This new 
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flexibleness besides means that personal communicating progressively 

occurs in the workplace. An employee who spent much of the weekend on a 

cell phone with her foreman will non ( and should non ) see it inappropriate 

to do a personal call from the office. 

This means that employer supervising systems often record personal 

communications. Often, this communicating is non sensitive. But sometimes 

the messages are really personal. An employee who sends their partner a 

romantic electronic mail while eating tiffin at his or her desk can happen that

their love missive has been read by their foreman. Or a note to a head-

shrinker stored in an employee 's difficult thrust is disclosed. 

Internet and Video Monitoring 
Internet monitoring can be highly invasive. Peoples today turn to the Internet

as their primary beginning of information, including sensitive topics they 

would be uncomfortable pass oning about on their office telephone or 

electronic mail. In portion, this is because of the efficiency of Internet 

research. Even an untrained individual can happen information on the web in

proceedingss that would hold taken hours or even yearss to happen by 

traditional agencies ( if they could happen it at all ) . Peoples besides turn to 

the Internet for information because they can make so anonymously. 

The consequence is that people turn to the Internet for information and aid 

about the most sensitive topics conceivable. Womans who are victims of 

domestic maltreatment bend to the Internet for information about shelters 

and other signifiers of aid. Peoples besides turn to the Web for information 

and aid with drug and intoxicant jobs, fiscal troubles, matrimonial jobs, and 
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medical issues. Monitoring Web entree gives an employer a image window 

into employees ' most sensitive personal jobs. 

Most invasive of all is video monitoring. Some cameras are appropriate. 

Security cameras in stairwells and parking garages make us all safer without 

irrupting on privateness. But employers frequently install cameras in 

countries that are wholly untenable. Many employers have installed 

concealed picture cameras in cabinet suites and bathrooms, sometimes 

inside the stables. No 1 should be subjected to sexual voyeurism on the 

occupation. 

Improper Methods 
Such jobs are made worse by the mode in which monitoring is frequently 

conducted. Most employers make no attempt to avoid supervising personal 

communications. The bulk of employers install systems that make no 

differentiation between concern and personal messages, even when more 

discriminating systems are available. 

In add-on to official monitoring, IT [ information engineering ] employees 

frequently monitor their fellow employees for personal grounds. Most 

employers give such employees carte blanche entree to employee 

communications. While it is possible to put up proficient barriers to 

guarantee that monitoring is confined to official plans, few employers use 

them. Many employers do non even hold policies directing IT employees to 

curtail their monitoring to official plans. Even employers with such policies 

seldom have processs to implement them. As a consequence, employees 
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involved in supervising frequently read the messages of fellow employees for

their ain amusement. 

The concluding indignity is that employees do n't even cognize when they 

are being watched. While a bulk of employers provide employees what is 

described as notice, still many do non and the information presently 

provided is by and large useless. The standard employer notice states 

merely that the company militias the right to supervise anything at any clip. 

Employees do non cognize whether it is their e-mail, voice mail, Web entree, 

or difficult thrust that is monitored. They do non cognize whether the 

monitoring is uninterrupted, random, or as needed. They do non even know 

whether they are being monitored at all. Such notice is about worse than no 

notice at all. 

Particular Problems for Telecommuters 
Equally bad as the state of affairs is today, it is likely to be far worse in the 

hereafter. Many people today do work for their employer on their place 

computing machines. The most direct illustration of this is telecommuting. 

Approximately 20 million employees and independent contractors now work 

at place at least one twenty-four hours per month, and this figure is turning 

quickly. Millions more have linked their place computing machine to their 

office web so they can work from place informally on eventides and 

weekends. 

When this occurs, people 's place computing machines are capable to 

monitoring by their employer. Workplace computing machine supervising 

systems monitor the full web, including a place computing machine that is 
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temporarily portion of the web. This means that personal communications in 

our place computing machines will be revealed to our employers. 

Personal e-mail sent from or received by our place computing machines will 

be disclosed to our employers, along with personal letters, fiscal records, and

any other personal information in our place computing machines. Not merely

is this possible, it is extremely likely. When asked if they would be interested

in holding personal information from employees ' place computing machines,

corporate lawyers responded positively. 

Employers by and large conduct electronic monitoring in order to increase 

productiveness. It is far from clear, nevertheless, that supervising achieves 

this end. In fact, excessively much monitoring can really diminish 

productiveness by increasing employee emphasis and diminishing morale. ...

Narratives of Workplace Monitoring Across America 
At a Neiman-Marcus Store in Fashion Island Newport Beach [ California ] , 

Kelly Pendleton, a two-time `` employee of the twelvemonth '' discovered a 

concealed camera in the ceiling of the changing room used by female 

employees that was being monitored by male co-workers. 

Employees of Consolidated Freightways were horrified to happen that the 

company had installed concealed cameras in its public toilets - some 

cameras indicating straight at the urinals. Over a 1000 hours of picture 

records were made covering 1000s of employees. `` The cats were truly 

shaken, and some of the adult females went place weeping, '' says Joe 

Quilty, the stevedore who discovered the concealed cameras. 
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An AT & A ; T employee received a formal rebuke for utilizing the company e-

mail system to direct a love note to his married woman, besides an AT & A ; 

T employee... 

The detonation of workplace surveillance in recent old ages has stripped 

Americans of virtually all their privateness on the occupation. About 80 % of 

employers now use electronic surveillance. Soon it will be cosmopolitan. 
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